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Cross laminated timber (CLT) is a panelized engineered wood product that is gaining 
popularity in the United States as a structural material for massive timber buildings. CLT is shown 
to be cost competitive to steel and concrete in large building construction projects, but is seen as 
uncompetitive for smaller scale projects, especially light frame wood (LFW) residential 
construction. The purpose of this study is to provide a detailed comparison of the cost to construct 
a CLT home versus a LFW home to quantify the cost difference between both options in the single 
family home (SFH) market. 
Based on a realistic floor plan, three different designs were compared based on cost and 
construction timeline to determine the realistic cost differences between SFH constructions using 
LFW or CLT. The final results show that the CLT option results in a 21% increase in total 
construction cost from the LFW option. While it is difficult to justify this cost increase in Colorado, 
potential benefit of CLT construction against natural hazards may make a CLT house cost-
effective for hurricane or tornado prone regions. 
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1.1 What is CLT? 
Traditional engineered wood products include dimension lumber, Glulam, structural 
composite lumber, and wood-based panels such as OSB and Plywood. In 1990s, a new type of 
engineered wood product called Cross laminated timber (CLT) panel was invented and used as 
structural members in Germany and Austria. CLT is comprised of wood lamina slightly smaller 
than dimension lumber and is stacked into odd number of layers (laminations) in an orthogonal 
pattern, much like how modern plywood is created (Figure 1.1). These laminations are glued and 
compressed together to make a single solid wood panel. CLT panels vary in thickness and are 
available in widths up to 10 feet and lengths up to 60 feet based on currently available 
manufacturing equipment and realistic shipping size. CLT panels are made in an offsite factory 
and are machined to the exact dimensions specified by the designer. Typically, any holes or 
openings should be pre-cut in the factory. Size of the pre-cut holes also vary from utility openings 
for water and electrical lines to window and door openings. CLT has already been used as the 
structural component in a number of large building projects around the world, and has proven to 




Figure 1.1: Cross Laminated Panel [1] 
 
To get CLT panels to the work site, the panels are typically tightly wrapped to prevent 
water infiltration. Once the panels are onsite, installation of the CLT panels is typically done with 
a crane since the weight of the panels are too heavy for manual manipulation. A crane will lift the 
panels while workers then guide the panels into the correct location and secure it. Since these 
panels are massive, individual nails or screws are not efficient in CLT connections. Larger bolts, 
lag screws or certified connection clips, as seen in Figure 1.2, are typically used to connect the 
CLT components together. Being a highly prefabricated structural component, CLT has great 
potential to expedite the construction process as the scale of the project increases.  
 





1.2 Existing Study and Experience on CLT 
CLT is typically compared against structural steel or concrete. Some studies have been 
done to provide project cost estimates between CLT and other structural materials, such as steel 
and concrete. One such study was performed by Mahlum, Walsh Construction Co. and Coughlin 
Porter Lundeen Structural Civil Seismic Engineering [3]. This study focused on a mid-rise building 
design and provided 3 variations of buildings that were all 7 stories tall. Each building model was 
designed upon a two level concrete podium and then varying upper levels. One building was 
entirely made out of concrete, one was made of structural metal studs and the final one was made 
out of CLT paneling with metal stud partition walls.  
It was determined that by using CLT, the overall cost of the project would have been 
reduced by 4% when compared to concrete and by 2% when compared to structural metal studs. 
A large hindrance was the lack of knowledge with how to design and construct with CLT. The 
lack of construction knowledge led to CLT installation being charged at a “premium rate”. Also, 
it was stated that some information, such as seismic ratings, were not available because the testing 
was expensive and had not been conducted at the time of the report. The design team quickly 
realized that by using CLT panels for partition walls that the project cost skyrocketed. Instead steel 
stud walls were used to create partition walls. The authors also believed that the CLT model could 
be optimized if the building design was more modular, which is preferred for CLT use. Also, the 
design team provided estimates that were conservative since it was assumed that most involved 
individuals had not worked with CLT previously. They believed that if CLT was a more familiar 
product to the industry that the price for the CLT building could be reduced. Ultimately, CLT has 
its advantages, but the authors believed that there must be a shift in how buildings are designed 
and built for CLT to work efficiently. [3]  
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There are many comparisons that can be made between the aforementioned study and this 
SFH residential study. One similarity is that the CLT building models had to change interior walls 
from CLT to a more cost effective design. Another similarity is that the project timeline of the 
CLT building was shorter than the other materials. The difference is that for larger structures, the 
timeline can be reduced more dramatically, whereas smaller structures annot see as much change 
in the building schedule.  Another difference is that in smaller buildings CLT has to compete with 
dimension lumber, which is a much less expensive material compared to concrete or steel. The 
inevitable reality is that for a SFH, the typical structural materials are much less expensive 
compared to CLT and the shorter timeline means that the reduction in construction time is not as 
beneficial as it is in larger buildings. 
1.3 SFH: How they are built now and can CLT be used? 
Light frame wood (LFW) construction is the most commonly adopted construction type in 
the residential housing market. The design and construction follows a prescriptive format and the 
required precision is quite loose. Smaller engineered wood products such as dimension lumber and 
wood panels are connected on site with nails or screws to form structural shear walls and floor 
diaphragms. Since all the smaller pieces can be moved and installed by individual workers, there 
is no need for substantial mechanized equipment, but there is immense dependence o  the worker’s 
skill and efficiency. 
There has been an amassment of interest in using CLT in new construction projects due to 
the unique material composition of wood. Similar to concrete panels, CLT panels can be used as 
load bearing walls and floors, but with only a quarter of the weight of concrete. Prefabricated CLT 
panels install in a more expedited timeline than concrete, which has to cure over a relatively 
lengthy time. In the end, the increased material cost in CLT can be offset due to the pace of 
construction and reduction in labor. The size of the construction project and the duration of 
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construction matters greatly when considering CLT’s cost effectiveness. When compared to single 
family home constructed with LFW, CLT is vastly stronger and stiffer, but is also expected to be 
more expensive. For this reason, at this point in time, mid-rise and tall buildings have been 
designated as the ideal target market for CLT. Multi-story CLT buildings have already been 
designed and constructed around the world, with results that are decidedly encouraging for 
proponents of CLT. 
CLT is considered as a legitimate structural material option in Europe, Australia and 
Canada, but has not been readily accepted as a common practice in the United States. Projects 
using CLT and following the International Building Codes (IBC) in the United States are limited 
to low-rise applications, while all tall CLT building designs that have to be approved individually 
by local jurisdiction, because they are not recognized by the IBC, yet [4]. Some guideline 
documents, such as the CLT Handbook for the United States, provide the basic framework on how 
to design with CLT [5]. The 2015 National Design Specification (NDS) for wood construction 
included CLT as a recognized engineering material, but the general building code and related 
provisions, such as IBC and ASCE7, do not have dedicated provisions to guide the design of CLT 
[4], [6], [7]. Currently CLT is designated as a unique structural material that must be approved 
individually if corresponding code provisions cannot be found. 
1.4 Is It Allowed? Code Pathway for CLT as SFH 
Applying a new structural system to a building needs understanding of the applicable 
building codes and what the requirements from building officials are for issuing a permit for the 
project. In the United States, the International Residential Code (IRC) is commonly adopted as the 
basis for SFH construction [8]. In the 2015 version of IRC, CLT was recognized as a valid material 
for wall, floor and roof construction as per section R502.1.6, R602.1.6 and R802.1.6, respectively. 
Each of these sections explain that “Cross-laminated timber shall be manufactured and identified 
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as required by ANSI/APA PRG 320. [8]” The ANSI/APA PRG 320 identifies the grades of CLT 
that are approved and the allowable design properties, as seen in Table 1.1, and also provides the 
allowable bending capacities, seen in Table 1.2, for the various grades of CLT [9]. Therefore, a 
project using CLT panels will be automatically approved when it meets or exceeds the minimum 
design capacities that are specified in the ANSI/APA PRG 320. When building projects using CLT 
exceed the acceptable parameters for wood design as specified in the IRC, there are two potential 
code pathways through which a CLT building can be approved.  
The first pathway is to use the heavy timber construction category in IBC section 602.4, 
which explains that CLT is categorized as a type IV heavy timber material. Under this designation, 
CLT can be built up to a height of 85 feet and area of 202,000 square feet with the use of an 
automatic sprinkler system, as noted in section 504.3, 504.4 and 506.2 [4]. Then the structural 
design of the CLT building can proceed with the understanding that “…wood elements in 
structures using allowable stress design shall be in accordance with the following applicable 
standards” as stated in section 2306.1 and 2307.1 in the IBC [4]. The NDS is then listed as the first 
applicable standard in the following section. Currently, the 2015 edition of the NDS includes 
design considerations for CLT. Specifically, Chapter 10 of the NDS has recognized CLT as a 
structural material and provided design adjustment factors as seen in Table 1.3. Therefore, if a 
CLT SFH is designed based on NDS and is within the building limits of the IBC (which is very 
likely for a SFH), it should be able to clear the code approval by quoting the relevant codes. The 
second pathway is not applicable to this study, but is for tall and large scale CLT buildings that 
exceed the IBC height and area requirements. In those cases, it is up to the design team to prove 
that the new material will satisfy structural and fire safety requirements. The design in this case 
will be strictly performance-based and the approval will be carried out in a case-by-case fashion 
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by the local building officials. To do this, extra money and resources have to be spent on 
researching and testing in order to generate performance data to build the case. The approval 
package is typically prepared by architects and designers of the project and presented to the 
building officials. If the building officials feel comfortable with the expected performance of the 
building design, a permit may be issued. All tall CLT building projects in the U.S. have gone 
through this process. But as it is mentioned earlier, a CLT SFH building can simply take the IBC 
and NDS pathway or the IRC pathway without going through special permitting. The code 
pathway for CLT SFH already exists if a developer wants to push this new product.  
 













Table 1.2: Allowable Bending Capacities for CLT [9]  
 
 




1.5 Scope of This Study 
The ultimate goal of this study is to understand if CLT can be a viable and competitive 
structural material in the SFH market. The residential use of CLT has not been addressed 
thoroughly in previous research and has been quickly dismissed because of the basic cost 
difference between LFW and CLT framing. Before CLT can be dismissed from the SFH market a 
very detailed look at the construction process and costs associated with building a CLT SFH should 
be taken. This will show the overall cost comparison of a CLT house versus a LFW house and the 
effects both houses have on the total budget and timeline of the project. Since CLT can be quick 
to install, it has the potential to shorten the construction timeline and the time savings could help 
to reduce costs for building a CLT home. However, it is unlikely this time savings can make up 
the material cost difference because the scale of construction for a SFH is very limited. The main 
issue is to quantify the difference of CLT vs. LFW options considering the overall cost of the 








2.1 General Building Archetype 
The building floor plan used in this study was provided by a nationwide single family house 
builder, and was a building option in one of their Arvada, CO developments. The company has 
over 100 years of experience building homes and operates in over a dozen states and primarily 
builds residential SFH. The model provided by this builder was used as a basis for all of the home 
models addressed in this study.  
The home used for this study was a ranch style house with a fully excavated basement and 
can be seen in Figure 2.1. The house has 1850 square feet of livable area and utilizes an open 
concept design that combines the kitchen, dining area and living room into one large space as seen 
in Figure 2.2. The house includes 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, an additional office area and an 
unfinished basement. This model was chosen since it was one of the basic intro houses that would 
lend well to further extrapolation of costs, if need be.  
 





Figure 2.2: House Floor Plans (L- Main Floor Layout, R- Basement Layout) 
 
2.2 Building Models 
There were 3 house designs that were used in this study. The first design was the LFW 
house that was described in the construction drawings (provided by the house builder). Its main 
purpose was to act as a control and represent a “typical” house. The second design took the LFW 
house and changed all of the LFW components into CLT panels, and will be referred to as the 
simplified CLT house. This design was used to show what the cost and time requirements would 
be if the design team wanted to only use CLT as a structural material. The final design took the 
simplified CLT house and made all of the CLT panels as thin as possible, added beams and 
columns to the basement and main leve  and used dimension lumber partition walls instead of CLT 
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panels. This design was meant to optimize the use of CLT so that it was not being overused, hence 
it was called the optimized CLT house.  
To properly create the CLT house models and determine acceptable CLT panel sizes, basic 
flexural strength, deflection and vibration calculations were performed to identify the floor and 
roof panel sizes. These criteria were identified as being the most critical and limiting in a SFH 
setting and the calculations are present in Figure 2.3. Walls were not evaluated because the cro s
sectional amount of wood was increased greatly, so the bearing strength of CLT was deemed more 
than sufficient. The loading criteria assumed unfactored dead, live and snow loads as being 44psf, 
40psf and 40psf, respectively. In the simplified CLT model the floors used E1 grade, 5 layer panels 
that had to span a maximum of 15 feet. The roof used E1 grade, 3 layer panels that also had to 
span a maximum of 15 feet. In the optimized house, the floors and roof used E1 grade, 3 layer 
CLT panels that had to span a maximum 10 feet. These panel sizes were based off of the maximum 
achievable span lengths as calculated using the equations in Figure 2.3. The maximum span lengths 







Figure 2.3: CLT Panel Length Calculations 
 
Once the initial CLT designs were decided, a finite element model of the optimized CLT 
house was created so that it could be evaluated with regards to strength and deflection with 
visualized results. The optimized CLT home was conceptualized using the modeling program 
Revit, by AutoDesk. Creating the model was relatively straight forward since the basic floor plan 
was essentially the same as the LFW house model, with modifications for the CLT variations.  
To effectively analyze the CLT panels, a modeling software called RFEM 5.0, by Dlubal, 
was used to model and analyze the structure. RFEM 5.0 was mainly chosen for its ability to 
accurately model CLT panels as lamina plate elements. There is a specific module within the 
program that allows for the user to create CLT panels by choosing the type of wood, size and total 
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number of layers. This is valuable since each layer of CLT is orientated differently and makes the 
analysis very intricate if a CLT element type is not already set up. Revit can also directly 
communicate with RFEM 5.0, so a Revit model could be completely transported to RFEM 5.0. 
Unfortunately, this was not performed with this model as there was a fair amount of model clean-
up that had to happen, and the clean-up was done incorrectly. This was due to user error, and it is 
advised that a user has more training with both programs to understand the nuances with the model 
transference process. In the end, the model had to be built from scratch within RFEM 5.0. This 
helped eliminate many of the issues with the previous models and the final product was a simple, 
yet accurate model. The final model can be seen in Figure 2.4. 
The analysis used the same loading set up that was seen in the hand calculations. After 
initial analyses were performed there was some interesting information that was brought to light. 
First, the stress levels throughout the house were well below the capacity of the CLT panels as 
seen in Figure 2.4. The second is that the CLT floor and roof panels met the deflection criteria of 
L/240 for total load deflection and L/360 for live or snow load deflection. The largest span in the 
optimized CLT house was 10 feet and therefore the total load and live/snow load deflection had to 
be less than 0.5” and 0.33”, respectively. The computer analysis showed that the roof deflections 
were 0.4” under total loads and 0.2” under snow loads as seen in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. Likewise, 
the floor deflections were 0.2” under total loads and 0.1” under live loads, as seen in Figures 2.7 
and 2.8. These results were expected since the hand calculations showed that larger spans of CLT 





Figure 2.4: Stresses in the Strong Direction Layers  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Optimized CLT Roof Total Load Deflection 
 
 





Figure 2.7: Optimized CLT Floor Total Load Deflection 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Optimized CLT Floor Live Load Deflection 
 
2.3 Cost and Strategy 
The total costs were categorized as all of the expenditures from the land acquisition to the 
final sale to the home owners. The cost estimation started as a material takeoff to determine the 
total amount of physical materials that were needed to build each house. This was done by visual 
inspection of a real life house model that had just finished being framed. A full walk through with 
pictures and videos was performed so that offsite analysis could also be done. While on site, 
dimensions were taken and lists were made to identify the attributes, count and material of all 
structural components. Then the materials costs, labor hours and labor rates were all determined 
from the RSMeans 2015 Residential Cost Data guide [10]. To create a timeline each home model 
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was determined to have the same basic 3 laborers (total length of time of construction for different 
options will differ, while keeping the crew size the same), with the exception of any specialty 
workers such as crane operator, electrician, plumber and HVAC specialist. The number of days 
needed for each task were then estimated by taking total labor hours and dividing by 8 hours to 
represent a full day of work for one worker. Those cost and time estimates were then checked with 
an industry professional, Mr. Mark Rutt of Structure Contracting [11]. Mr. Rutt has been in the 
business of building houses for over 20 years and helped to explain proper estimation techniques 
and how to properly organize a cost estimation sheet. He also provided a general check to make 
sure that the estimates that were made were not incorrectly portrayed. Finally, the costs were 
compared with the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) 2015 Construction Cost 
Survey, as seen in Table 2.2 [12]. This was done by breaking down the project costs into smaller 
tasks and determining a cost ratio compared to the final cost and verifying each item. This process 




















COMPARATIVE CASE STUDY 
3.1 Dimensional Lumber Design 
A dimension lumber house was used as the control case for the study and is meant to 
represent the true cost of a traditional SFH LFW house. Once the foundation has been created, 
wide flange steel beams and circular hollow steel columns were installed to provide support for 
the upper levels of the house. The steel beams support composite wood I-joists that were spaced 
at 2 feet on center and span the entire length of the main level floor. Half inch flooring panels were 
then installed on top of the flooring joists. All of the exterior walls were 2x6 dimensional lumber 
walls and all interior walls were 2x4 dimensional lumber walls. The exterior walls were covered 
in half inch plywood sheathing on the exterior face and were filled with insulation and finally 
encapsulated in gypsum board on the interior face. The interior walls were covered with gypsum 
board on both sides. The roof was made of 2x4 dimensional lumber pre-fabricated trusses that span 
the entire width of the house. Half inch plywood was then nailed down to the top of the truss 
system. Overall the house design was generic and was built using methods that are well known 
throughout the United States.  
 The house supports all of the gravity and lateral loads properly. Starting with the gravity 
system, the roof truss collects all of the external gravity loads and then transfers the loads into the 
main bearing walls and into the concrete foundation walls and is then distributed to the supporting 
soil. The interior floors capture all of the occupant loading and transfer the forces into the wood I-
joists and then to the steel beams and finally into the foundation walls or supporting steel columns. 
To support the house against lateral loading, the house is encapsulated in plywood sheathing that 
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is nailed to the stud walls at a specified spacing. Then particular walls are designated as shear walls 
which collect the lateral forces and transfer them to vertical loads. These loads go from the shear 
walls and are taken through shear wall hold downs into the foundation walls and again the forces 
are distributed into the soil.  
3.2 Simplified CLT Design 
The foundation and basement are identical to the LFW house model and the steel beams 
and columns are still needed to support the floor. The floor structure was 5 layer CLT panels 
supported by foundation walls and steel beams. All exterior and interior walls were made of 3 
layer CLT panels as seen in Figure 3.1. Instead of having truss members, the walls extend up and 
had a sloped top that matches the slope of the roof, which was the same slope as the LFW design. 
The roof was 3 layer CLT panels that were laid down on top of the walls and secured via connection 
clips. With all of the structural components in place the house would look like Figure 3.2 and 
Figure 3.3. 
The gravity system of this house was very similar to the LFW home with the change that 
the roof was now supported by all walls within the house. Gravity loads were either transferred 
directly to the foundation walls and into the soil or were put into the steel beams and columns and 
then into the soil. As previously mentioned, the lateral force resisting system was not designed for 
either CLT house option. The assumption was that the CLT manufacturer would be in charge of 
properly connecting CLT panels and turning the lateral forces into vertical forces that would then 
be conveyed to the structural engineer.   
 Other changes deal with the installation of electrical, HVAC and plumbing systems to lend 
themselves to be better suited to work with CLT. This means all mechanical, electrical and 
plumbing (MEP) designs had to be finalized before the CLT panels were fabricated. The idea was 
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that there will be more upfront cost for the design engineers and contractors, but a possible 
shortened installation schedule for them during the actual construction time.  
 
Figure 3.1: Interior and Exterior CLT Walls 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Front Isometric View of Simplified CLT House Model 
 
 







3.3 Optimized CLT Design 
To provide a better, more realistic model, another CLT model was created that had an 
amalgamation of dimension lumber, Glulam, Parallam and CLT construction. The premise of the 
design came from discussions with Luke Ringenberg at Lam-Wood Systems Inc. [13]. Mr. 
Ringenberg has practical experience in the field of structural engineering and in the manufacturing 
and distribution process of engineered structural wood materials, including CLT panels. He helped 
explain common CLT cost saving methods and design techniques.  
For the house model, the foundation and basement were the same. Instead of a steel beam 
system, there was a post and beam system made out of Glulam beams and Parallam columns. 
7”x7” Parallam columns were used in conjunction with 3.125”x12” Glulam beams. The columns 
were spaced at 10 feet on center and have beams spanning from column to column as seen in 
Figure 3.4. Above the post and beam system was a 3 layer CLT panel floor. All of the exterior 
walls and one major interior wall were 3 layered CLT panels. There were also more 7”x7” Parallam 
columns spaced at 10 feet running down the length of the house that had 3.125”x12” Glulam beams 
connecting them. In areas such as the living room and garage, the roof was supported by a main 
beam and supporting girders to transfer loads to the interior and exterior CLT walls as seen in 
Figure 3.5. All of the interior walls were made of dimensional lumber walls that were non-load 
bearing. The roof was also made of 3 layer CLT panels. As for MEP design, the main floor and 
interior CLT wall needed pre-fabricated holes cut out to run any conduit or piping throughout the 




Figure 3.4: Main Floor of the Optimized Model 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Basement of the Optimized Model 
 
3.4 Construction Process 
For simplicity, the steps of construction were broken down into seven major phases. The 
phases were project preparation, foundation, structural, exterior, initial interior, final interior and 
final details. These groupings of work are pretty familiar to most LFW SFH construction projects 
and also lend well to the cost and time evaluations on a section by section basis. 
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  Project preparation included the initial purchase of land and all of the applicable permits 
and fees. These values were based off of the houses being built in the greater Arvada, CO area and 
the associated costs present at the time of Fall 2015. It is expected that the actual cost will differ 
for other locations and time, but the comparison between different options should still be relevant. 
The costs for a design team would also be placed in this section. This includes the architect as well 
as all of the engineering specialties (structural, plumbing, electrical and HVAC). Also, any general 
overhead costs were included here.  
Foundation work consisted of all of the work needed to prepare and create the structural 
foundation. This included excavation, the placing of formwork and rebar and pouring the concrete. 
Once poured, the concrete had to cure for fourteen days so that the concrete could get to an 
acceptable strength for construction activities. Also, structural steel beams were included in this 
section as well as the waterproofing and backfilling costs.  
Structural work for the SFH designs was one of three options. The first option was creating 
all of the structural aspects using dimensional lumber, prefabricated trusses and structural 
sheathing. The second option was using only CLT panels for every structural aspect including 
interior partition walls. The third option used CLT panels, Glulam beams, Parallam columns and 
some dimensional lumber for interior partition walls. In each design the costs were captured for 
all wood and labor that was needed to create the structural aspects of the home.   
The exterior work was all of the tasks that get the house to a dried in stage. Windows and 
doors were installed, a vapor barrier was applied and protective siding was installed. The roofing 
material was also installed in this stage along with the collecting gutters at the edges of the roof. 
After the house was “dried in”, the first round of interior work was performed. This work was 
termed the “rough” work, which were the tasks performed by the electrician, plumber and HVAC 
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specialist. After the initial interior work, the house was ready for the finishing touches to transform 
it into a home.   
The final interior work was all about getting the house into a livable shape. This included 
installing flooring, cabinets, countertops and all final work by the MEP specialists. Also, the 
interior and exterior of the house were painted and the house was cleaned up and ready for the 
owners to move in. The final details captured any of the final costs that were not directly associated 
to material or labor costs but still a part of the home building price. The costs included inspections 
and any rework that had to be done. Also, a sales commission cost for the sale of the house was 
included. Finally, there was an approximate 8% profit margin that was applied for the overarching 
construction management team.  
The construction timeline was relatively similar between all three housing models as seen 
in Figure 3.6. The initial project preparation did not require any time within the timeline analysis. 
This is not realistically the case, but the tasks included in that section are front end work that can 
be done at any time before the actual construction process starts. In reality, the timeframe to design
the home may be longer or shorter depending on a myriad of factors. Therefore the actual time on 
the project timeline started when the actual construction crew and materials arrived on site to start 




Figure 3.6: Project Construction Timeline Breakdown 
 
The framing task is where the major construction differences come from. For the LFW 
building, it was assumed that the framing would take twenty five working days. This is a 
conservative value that is based off of a framing crew that would be the same size as a CLT 
paneling crew, which only consists of 3 people and a crane operator. This is where the CLT panels 
show some benefit to the construction timeline. The time needed to install the CLT panels would 
only take 3-4 days to fully create the house with the same amount of workers.  
The rest of the construction tasks are essentially the same as far as the timeline goes. The 
methods for certain tasks may have changed between the different houses, but once the structure 
of the house was in place the rest of the work was essentially the same. There was consideration 
with how CLT would have slowed down the interior tasks performed by the electrician, plumber 
and HVAC specialist. The interviewed contractors mainly did not know what CLT was to begin 
with. After an explanation most of the contractors felt that they would probably charge a higher 
final amount, but the time to complete their respective tasks would probably not change. The 
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higher rate was mainly due to the lack of familiarity with CLT and the need to have the holes 
determined sooner than normal for the CLT panel fabrication. 
3.5 Cost Estimation 
The simplified CLT house design was sent to both Nordic Structures and Structurlam. Each 
company was sent a detailed cut sheet explaining which types of panels to use, dimensions of 
panels and cuts to be made. The estimates from both companies were actually very similar, with 
the CLT panel pricing being approximately $140,000 to $145,000. This included the cost to create 
and cut the panels to the provided dimensions. Also, the cost of fasteners and shipping to the 
construction site was included. To produce a more optimized design, manufacturing input was 
given by a local CLT and engineered wood company, LamWood Systems, Inc. Manufacturing 
input and design suggestions were used to reduce the overall structural wood cost, an optimized 
house design was created and was then priced. The price for the CLT and other structural wood in 
the optimized model totaled $110,000. On top of the cost for the CLT and engineered wood 
products, an additional 10% of the CLT costs were added to account for the costs of crane usage 
and labor. Other costs were found such as engineering, permit, land purchase and inspection costs, 
which were all priced for the greater Arvada, CO area. Not only were the structural aspects priced, 
but so were all of the architectural and MEP tasks so that the entire price of the building from 
purchase of the land to the turn of the key from the final home owner could be tracked. For the 
CLT design, the cost for the MEP specialists was increased by 10% relative to the LFW home 
cost. This was to account for the adjustment that the specialists would have to make to work with 
CLT, since it would most likely be a new material to them. As mentioned, the interviewed 
contractors felt that they would increase the price to complete the work since there would be some 
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These results show some interesting insight, especially when paired with the construction 
timeline information. Taking a specific look at the LFW home example it is seen in Figure 3.7 that 
the project preparation is the most costly area for building a house, even though it is not even a 
part of the physical building of the house. All of the other tasks seem to carry similar amounts of 
cost relative to one another. When looking at the CLT house options the costs actually shift quite 
dramatically. The major shift is the increase from traditional framing to CLT paneling, as seen in 
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 with respect to the simplified and optimized CLT houses. What this 
shows is that when comparing each house independently, using CLT makes the structural skeleton 
of a house a much larger driving factor in the final cost. Also, the change from LFW to CLT is an 
increase in framing costs of 3.5 times for the simplified house and 2.7 times for the optimized 
Table 3.1 Total Project Costs
Traditional Option
Project Task Light Framed Wood Simplified Optimized 
Project Preparation $153,300 $153,780 $153,780
Foundation $29,780 $29,780 $29,780
Frame Work $44,220 $153,270 $120,270
Exterior Work $31,295 $31,295 $31,295
Interior Work $42,930 $44,860 $44,860
Interior Work Final $50,560 $51,360 $51,360
Final Details $41,000 $45,200 $45,200




house. When looking at the total cost of the full structure the increase is not as overwhelming. For 
the simplified CLT house, the increase in total cost would be 30% and for the optimized house it 
would be an increase of 21%.  
 
 





Figure 3.8: Simplified CLT Cost Distribution 
 
 






RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
After counting all construction costs, the comparison results provided some insight into 
CLT cost potential in a SFH setting. The final price for the light framed wood house was $393,085 
and had a total construction time of 120 days. The final price for the optimized CLT house was 
$476,545 and had a final construction time of 98 days. As expected, the CLT house was more 
expensive, but the timeline was shorter. The final cost of CLT option is 21% higher than the light 
framed wood house. A buyer who would be willing to buy the LFW house would likely not be 
willing to buy a house with exactly the same floor plan that is 21%, or approximately $83,460, 
more expensive. If buyers were willing to pay the increased amount of money, they are more likely 
to spend the extra for floor plan or interior upgrades. Even though CLT construction is stronger 
and of higher quality (structurally), it is hard to convince a home buyer to spend a substantial 
amount of money without other benefit. CLT construction may interest certain owners, but 
ultimately this 21% cost difference will prevent CLT SFH from becoming mainstream.  
Even though the construction costs are more expensive, it is not as significant as the 
material cost difference (i.e. CLT framing is 2.7 times more expensive compared to LFW framing) 
when all other costs are considered. The construction timeline is dramatically shortened when 
using CLT. The LFW house design would take 120 working days to construct whereas the CLT 
versions would take 98 days to construct. Basing the timeline off of 5 day, 40 hour work weeks, 
the LFW house would take 6 months to construct and the CLT houses would take 5 months to 
construct. The costs saved by reducing the tim for 1 month did not match the extra costs incurred 
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to use CLT. This again validated the fact that construction projects that has larger labor cost 
proportion will be more favorable to CLT.  
When comparing SFH that are being built with LFW versus CLT, LFW construction is 
always going to be the less expensive option. There is really not much that can be done to change 
that, if CLT is to be the main structural system. Light framed construction is a highly efficient, 
first-cost optimized building construction style in the SFH market and that is why it has persisted 
as the main construction method in that market for the past 70 plus years. A fundamental change 
would have to occur for CLT to be a truly viable structural material in the SFH market. Either the 
price of CLT would have to decrease substantially (which is not likely in near term) or the general 
public needs for SFH has to shift.  
For this project, the floor plan being evaluated lent itself to being very light frame friendly. 
The home builder used for this study had the house model designed with the intent of constructing 
it with dimensional lumber, not CLT. This did effect the final cost, a  the CLT designs had to try 
and work within an architectural configuration suitable for dimensional lumber, which is not the 
strong suit of CLT. Had the CLT house had been designed with the intent of using CLT from the 
beginning, then the design would be around how to optimize its use and the overall design of the 
house would be vastly different from the dimensional lumber house. The major issue with 
comparing a specifically dimensional lumber designed house with a specifically CLT designe 
house is that the two end products would be quite different. Instead of comparing similar items, 
the two houses would almost be for different markets all together, which is out of the scope of this 
study. The dimensional lumber house would cater to an audience that is looking for the greatest 
value and most livable area per dollar spent. The CLT design would ultimately cater towards an 
audience that is looking for a smaller livable area, and a more simplistic and artistic design that 
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could possibly be very different than a LFW house. In the end, for CLT to become competitive in 
the single family home market, a house design would have to focus on utilizing the potential of 
CLT construction. The sellable market would also have to shift from a clientele that wants the 
most for their money right away to a clientele that wants a sturdy structure and sees value in a 
more robust structure. In the future there may be a shift in how single family housing is viewed, 
but at this time light framed wood houses are just the most cost effective option available.  
Additional research is being done to evaluate the lateral resistance of CLT and the seismic 
R value that is crucial in the seismic analysis of a structure. The general hope of the CLT 
benefactors is that the testing will provide positive results for CLT and that it can become a more 
prominent structural material in high seismic design and in hazardous areas in general. CLT is 
obviously more robust, and if it can perform better than LFW, then there might be a considerable 
market in areas that are affected by high wind and high seismic areas. The thought is that in a 
situation where a LFW house would be completely destroyed by a natural disaster and have to be 
rebuilt, CLT could possibly be built instead and would perhaps not be destroyed by the same 
disaster. Then, the comparison would be whether to build multiple LFW homes over the course of 
a home ownership (typically 13 years on average), or just build one more robust CLT home with 
minor repair work. Of course, this is speculative, but if the research plays out into the favor of 
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Figure A.1: Light Framed Wood House Cost Breakdown 
Main Task Components Sub-components Time (days) Quantity Unit Unit Price Material Cost Man hours Labor Cost
Project Preparation Land Acquisition -- 1 EA 120,000.00$  120,000.00$                      -- --
Project Preparation Financing Cost -- 1 EA 4,000.00$      4,000.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation City Building Permit -- 1 EA 3,000.00$      3,000.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Impact Fee -- 1 EA 1,500.00$      1,500.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Water/Sewer Permit -- 1 EA 5,000.00$      5,000.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Structural Engineering/Architecture -- 1 EA 4,800.00$      4,800.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Overhead/ Gen expenses Covers equipment, machenery, office , temp power, managemen -- 1 LOT 15,000.00$    15,000.00$                        -- --
Foundation Excavation and backill 5 1 LOT 3,500.00$      3,500.00$                          -- --
Foundation Forms/ Formwork 10 1 LOT 2,500.00$      2,500.00$                          133 3,990.00$                      
Foundation 10" Walls (All concrete poured) 15 65 CY 90.00$          5,850.00$                          30 900.00$                         
Foundation 6" Floor, garage, patio, driveway -- 66 CY 90.00$          5,940.00$                          23 690.00$                         
Foundation Steel Girders (W8x18, W8x15, W8x40) -- 90 LF 30.00$          2,700.00$                          24 720.00$                         
Foundation Waterproof and Foundation drain 1 1 LOT 250.00$        250.00$                              24 720.00$                         
Foundation Sewer and Water Tap 1 1 LOT 1,300.00$      1,300.00$                          24 720.00$                         
Framing All Lumber Lumber (Materials Only) 25 1 LOT 25,000.00$    25,000.00$                        -- --
Framing Ground Floor Composite Wood I joists  @ 24" (included in lumber) -- 1100 LF -- -- 64 1,920.00$                      
Framing Ground Floor 3/4" Sheathing (included in lumber) -- 1800 SF -- -- 32 960.00$                         
Framing Ground Floor Walls 2x6 exterior Stud walls (included in lumber) -- 1300 BF -- -- 55 1,650.00$                      
Framing Ground Floor Walls 2x4's Interior/ Partition Stud Walls (included in lumber) -- 1500 BF -- -- 87 2,610.00$                      
Framing Ground Floor Walls 3/8" Sheating (included in lumber) -- 1800 SF -- -- 24 720.00$                         
Framing Roof Truss 2x4 Pre-Manufactured Truss -- 1 LOT 8,000.00$      8,000.00$                          27 810.00$                         
Framing Roof Truss 1/2" Thick Sheathing (included in lumber) -- 2900 SF -- -- 31 930.00$                         
Framing Ground Floor Walls Vapor Barrier 1 1800 SF 0.50$            900.00$                              24 720.00$                         
Exterior Work Windows and Doors 16 of 3'x3' Windows 3 1 LOT 3,500.00$      3,500.00$                          72 2,160.00$                      
Exterior Work Exterior doors and garage 2 1 LOT 4,500.00$      4,500.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Exterior Work Roofing All inclusive 5 1 LOT 5,000.00$      5,000.00$                          120 3,600.00$                      
Exterior Work Roof felt (included in roofing) -- 2900 SF -- -- -- --
Exterior Work Tar paper (included in roofing) -- 2900 SF -- -- -- --
Exterior Work Shingles (included in roofing) -- 2900 SF -- -- -- --
Exterior Work Siding Vinyl Siding 6"width 4 1800 SF 3.00$            5,400.00$                          96 2,880.00$                      
Exterior Work Gutters Typical open Aluminium gutters 2 250 LF 5.50$            1,375.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Interior Work Rough Plumbing Water & sewer lines, vents, tubs and showers, housing 5 1 LOT 7,000.00$      7,000.00$                          40 4,000.00$                      
Interior Work Rough Electrical Electrical outlet boxes, switches, wiring, grounding etc 5 1 LOT 2,800.00$      2,800.00$                          40 4,000.00$                      
Interior Work Rough HVAC Wall/Floor pass throughs, duct work 5 1 LOT 6,000.00$      6,000.00$                          40 4,000.00$                      
Interior Work Insulation All housing insulation (6" Batt and blown insulation) 2 1 LOT 3,500.00$      3,500.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Interior Work Drywall 1/2" Gypsum board sheetrock 3 1 LOT 8,000.00$      8,000.00$                          73 2,190.00$                      
Interior Work Final Final Flooring Wood  and carpet 3 1 LOT 10,000.00$    10,000.00$                        66 1,980.00$                      
Interior Work Final Finish HVAC Heating & A/C unit, vents, final duct work, final work. 2 1 LOT 2,000.00$      2,000.00$                          16 1,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Finish Electrical Final Light fixtures, wall outlets, switches and cover plates. 2 1 LOT 2,000.0$      2,000.00$                          16 1,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Cabinets/Countertops Cabinets for Bathrooms & Kitchen 3 1 LOT 7,000.00$      7,000.00$                          72 2,160.00$                      
Interior Work Final Countertops 2 1 LOT 4,000.00$      4,000.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Interior Work Final Finish Plumbing Sinks, Toilets, Faucets, water heater ,connect municipal lines 2 1 LOT 4,000.00$      4,000.00$                          16 1,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Paint Interior and Exterior 5 1 LOT 5,600.00$      5,600.00$                          120 3,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Cleaning 2 1 LOT 1,500.00$      1,500.00$                          16 480.00$                         
Final Details Final Punch List Final inspections 5 1 LOT 1,000.00$      1,000.00$                          -- --
Final Details Sales Commission -- 1 LOT 12,000.00$    12,000.00$                        -- --
Final Details Profit 7% total profit -- 1 LOT 28,000.00$    28,000.00$                        -- --
333,415.00$  59,670.00$  
85% 15%
Total 120 Days 393,085.00$  




Figure A.2: Simplified CLT House Cost Breakdown 
 
Main Task Components Sub-components Time (days) Quantity Unit Unit Price Material Cost Man hours Labor Cost
Project Preparation Land Acquisition -- 1 EA 120,000.00$  120,000.00$                      -- --
Project Preparation Financing Cost -- 1 EA 4,000.00$      4,000.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation City Building Permit -- 1 EA 3,000.00$      3,000.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Impact Fee -- 1 EA 1,500.00$      1,500.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Water/Sewer Permit -- 1 EA 5,000.00$      5,000.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Structural Engineering/Architecture -- 1 EA 5,280.00$      5,280.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Overhead/ Gen expenses Covers equipment, machenery, office , temp power, management -- 1 LOT 15,000.00$    15,000.00$                        -- --
Foundation Excavation and backill 5 1 LOT 3,500.00$      3,500.00$                          -- --
Foundation Forms/ Formwork 10 1 LOT 2,500.00$      2,500.00$                          133 3,990.00$                      
Foundation 10" Walls (All concrete poured) 15 65 CY 90.00$          5,850.00$                          30 900.00$                         
Foundation 6" Floor, garage, patio, driveway -- 66 CY 90.00$          5,940.00$                          23 690.00$                         
Foundation Steel Girders (W8x18, W8x15, W8x40) -- 90 LF 30.00$          2,700.00$                          24 720.00$                         
Foundation Waterproof and Foundation drain 1 1 LOT 250.00$        250.00$                              24 720.00$                         
Foundation Sewer and Water Tap 1 1 LOT 1,300.00$      1,300.00$                          24 720.00$                         
Structural Wood Ground Floor Platform CLT Floor Panelig 5 layer (6.7 inch) 1 1 LOT 149,640.00$  149,640.00$                      72 2,160.00$                      
Structural Wood Ground Floor Walls Exterior/Interior CLT Paneling 3 layer (4.1 inch) (included) 1.5 -- -- -- -- -- --
Structural Wood Roof Structure CLT Roof Paneling 3 layer (4.1 inch) (included) 0.5 -- -- -- -- -- --
Structural Wood Ground Floor Walls Vapor Barrier 1 1800 SF 0.50$            900.00$                              19 570.00$                         
Exterior Work Windows and Doors 16 3'x3' Windows 3 1 LOT 3,500.00$      3,500.00$                          72 2,160.00$                      
Exterior Work Exterior doors and garage 2 1 LOT 4,500.00$      4,500.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Exterior Work Roofing All inclusive 5 1 LOT 5,000.00$      5,000.00$                          120 3,600.00$                      
Exterior Work Roof felt (included in roofing) -- 2900 SF -- -- -- --
Exterior Work Tar paper (included in roofing) -- 2900 SF -- -- -- --
Exterior Work Shingles (included in roofing) -- 2900 SF -- -- -- --
Exterior Work Siding Vinyl Siding 6"width 4 1800 SF 3.00$            5,400.00$                          96 2,880.00$                      
Exterior Work Gutters Typical open Aluminium gutters 2 250 LF 5.50$            1,375.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Interior Work Rough Plumbing Water & sewer lines, vents, tubs and showers, housing 5 1 LOT 7,700.00$      7,700.00$                          40 4,000.00$                      
Interior Work Rough Electrical Electrical outlet boxes, switches, wiring, grounding etc 5 1 LOT 3,080.00$      3,080.00$                          40 4,000.00$                      
Interior Work Rough HVAC Wall/Floor pass throughs, duct work 5 1 LOT 6,600.00$      6,600.00$                          40 4,000.00$                      
Interior Work Insulation All housing insulation (6" Batt and blown insulation) 2 1 LOT 3,850.00$      3,850.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Interior Work Drywall 1/2" Gypsum board sheetrock 3 1 LOT 8,000.00$      8,000.00$                          73 2,190.00$                      
Interior Work Final Final Flooring Wood  and carpet 3 1 LOT 10,000.00$    10,000.00$                        66 1,980.00$                      
Interior Work Final Finish HVAC Heating & A/C unit, vents, final duct work, final work. 2 1 LOT 2,200.00$      2,200.00$                          16 1,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Finish Electrical Final Light fixtures, wall outlets, switches and cover plates. 2 1 LOT 2,200.00$      2,200.00$                          16 1,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Cabinets/Countertops Cabinets for Bathrooms & Kitchen 3 1 LOT 7,000.00$      7,000.00$                          72 2,160.00$                      
Interior Work Final Countertops 2 1 LOT 4,000.00$      4,000.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Interior Work Final Finish Plumbing Sinks, Toilets, Faucets, water heater ,connect municipal lines 2 1 LOT 4,400.00$      4,400.00$                          16 1,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Paint Interior and Exterior 5 1 LOT 5,600.00$      5,600.00$                          120 3,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Cleaning 2 1 LOT 1,500.00$      1,500.00$                          16 480.00$                         
Final Details Final Punch List Final inspections 5 1 LOT 1,000.00$      1,000.00$                          -- --
Final Details Sales Commission -- 1 LOT 12,000.00$    12,000.00$                        -- --
Final Details Profit 7% total profit -- 1 LOT 32,200.00$    32,200.00$                        -- --
457,465.00$  52,080.00$  
90% 10%
Total 98 Days 509,545.00$  




Figure A.3: Optimized CLT House Cost Breakdown 
 
Main Task Components Sub-components Time (days) Quantity Unit Unit Price Material Cost Man hours Labor Cost
Project Preparation Land Acquisition -- 1 EA 120,000.00$  120,000.00$                      -- --
Project Preparation Financing Cost -- 1 EA 4,000.00$      4,000.00$                          
Project Preparation City Building Permit -- 1 EA 3,000.00$      3,000.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Impact Fee -- 1 EA 1,500.00$      1,500.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Water/Sewer Permit -- 1 EA 5,000.00$      5,000.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Structural Engineering/Architecture -- 1 EA 5,280.00$      5,280.00$                          -- --
Project Preparation Overhead/ Gen expenses Covers equipment, machenery, office , temp power, management -- 1 LOT 15,000.00$    15,000.00$                        -- --
Foundation Excavation and backill 5 1 LOT 3,500.00$      3,500.00$                          -- --
Foundation Forms/ Formwork 10 1 LOT 2,500.00$      2,500.00$                          133 3,990.00$                      
Foundation 10" Walls (All concrete poured) 15 65 CY 90.00$          5,850.00$                          30 900.00$                         
Foundation 6" Floor, garage, patio, driveway -- 66 CY 90.00$          5,940.00$                          23 690.00$                         
Foundation Steel Girders (W8x18, W8x15, W8x40) -- 90 LF 30.00$          2,700.00$                          24 720.00$                         
Foundation Waterproof and Foundation drain 1 1 LOT 250.00$        250.00$                              24 720.00$                         
Foundation Sewer and Water Tap 1 1 LOT 1,300.00$      1,300.00$                          24 720.00$                         
Structural Wood Basement Columns and Beams Glulam Columns and Beams (Part 1) 0.5 1 LOT 116,640.00$  116,640.00$                      72 2,160.00$                      
Structural Wood Ground Floor Platform CLT Floor Panelig 3 layer (4.1 inch) (included) 1 -- -- -- -- -- --
Structural Wood Main Level Columns and Beams Glulam Columns and Beams (Part 2) (included) 0.5 -- -- -- -- -- --
Structural Wood Ground Floor Walls Exterior/Interior CLT Paneling 3 layer (4.1 inch) (included) 0.5 -- -- -- -- -- --
Structural Wood Roof Structure CLT Roof Paneling 3 layer (4.1 inch) (included) 0.5 -- -- -- -- -- --
Structural Wood Ground Floor Walls Vapor Barrier 1 1800 SF 0.5 900.00$                              19 570.00$                         
Exterior Work Windows and Doors (16) 3'x3' Windows 3 1 LOT 3,500.00$      3,500.00$                          72 2,160.00$                      
Exterior Work Exterior doors and garage 2 1 LOT 4,500.00$      4,500.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Exterior Work Roofing All inclusive 5 1 LOT 5,000.00$      5,000.00$                          120 3,600.00$                      
Exterior Work Roof felt (included in roofing) -- 2900 SF -- -- -- --
Exterior Work Tar paper (included in roofing) -- 2900 SF -- -- -- --
Exterior Work Shingles (included in roofing) -- 2900 SF -- -- -- --
Exterior Work Siding Vinyl Siding 6"width 4 1800 SF 3.00$            5,400.00$                          96 2,880.00$                      
Exterior Work Gutters Typical open Aluminium gutters 2 250 LF 5.50$            1,375.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Interior Work Rough Plumbing Water & sewer lines, vents, tubs and showers, housing 5 1 LOT 7,700.00$      7,700.00$                          40 4,000.00$                      
Interior Work Rough Electrical Electrical outlet boxes, switches, wiring, grounding etc 5 1 LOT 3,080.00$      3,080.00$                          40 4,000.00$                      
Interior Work Rough HVAC Wall/Floor pass throughs, duct work 5 1 LOT 6,600.00$      6,600.00$                          40 4,000.00$                      
Interior Work Insulation All housing insulation (6" Batt and blown insulation) 2 1 LOT 3,850.00$      3,850.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Interior Work Drywall 1/2" Gypsum board sheetrock 3 1 LOT 8,000.00$      8,000.00$                          73 2,190.00$                      
Interior Work Final Final Flooring Wood  and carpet 3 1 LOT 10,000.00$    10,000.00$                        66 1,980.00$                      
Interior Work Final Finish HVAC Heating & A/C unit, vents, final duct work, final work. 2 1 LOT 2,200.00$      2,200.00$                          16 1,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Finish Electrical Final Light fixtures, wall outlets, switches and cover plates. 2 1 LOT 2,200.00$      2,200.00$                          16 1,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Cabinets/Countertops Cabinets for Bathrooms & Kitchen 3 1 LOT 7,000.00$      7,000.00$                          72 2,160.00$                      
Interior Work Final Countertops 2 1 LOT 4,000.00$      4,000.00$                          48 1,440.00$                      
Interior Work Final Finish Plumbing Sinks, Toilets, Faucets, water heater ,connect municipal lines 2 1 LOT 4,400.00$      4,400.00$                          16 1,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Paint Interior and Exterior 5 1 LOT 5,600.00$      5,600.00$                          120 3,600.00$                      
Interior Work Final Cleaning 2 1 LOT 1,500.00$      1,500.00$                          16 480.00$                         
Final Details Final Punch List Final inspections 5 1 LOT 1,000.00$      1,000.00$                          -- --
Final Details Sales Commission -- 1 LOT 12,000.00$    12,000.00$                        -- --
Final Details Profit 7% total profit -- 1 LOT 32,200.00$    32,200.00$                        -- --
424,465.00$  52,080.00$  
89% 11%
Total 98 Days 476,545.00$  








$ % $ % $ %
153,300.00$ 39.00% Material 153,780.00$ 30.18% Material 153,780.00$ 32.27% Material Material
-- -- Labor -- -- Labor -- -- Labor Labor
-- -- Days -- -- Days -- -- Days Days
22,040.00$   5.61% Material 22,040.00$   4.33% Material 22,040.00$   4.62% Material Material
7,740.00$     1.97% Labor 7,740.00$     1.52% Labor 7,740.00$     1.62% Labor Labor
32 26.67% Days 32 32.65% Days 32 32.65% Days Days
33,900.00$   8.62% Material 150,540.00$ 29.54% Material 117,540.00$ 24.67% Material Material
10,320.00$   2.63% Labor 2,730.00$     0.54% Labor 2,730.00$     0.57% Labor Labor
26 21.67% Days 4 4.08% Days 4 4.08% Days Days
19,775.00$   5.03% Material 19,775.00$   3.88% Material 19,775.00$   4.15% Material Material
11,520.00$   2.93% Labor 11,520.00$   2.26% Labor 11,520.00$   2.42% Labor Labor
16 13.33% Days 16 16.33% Days 16 16.33% Days Days
27,300.00$   6.95% Material 29,230.00$   5.74% Material 29,230.00$   6.13% Material Material
15,630.00$   3.98% Labor 15,630.00$   3.07% Labor 15,630.00$   3.28% Labor Labor
20 16.67% Days 20 20.41% Days 20 20.41% Days Days
36,100.00$   9.18% Material 36,900.00$   7.24% Material 36,900.00$   7.74% Material Material
14,460.00$   3.68% Labor 14,460.00$   2.84% Labor 14,460.00$   3.03% Labor Labor
21 17.50% Days 21 21.43% Days 21 21.43% Days Days
41,000.00$   10.43% Material 45,200.00$   8.87% Material 45,200.00$   9.48% Material Material
-- -- Labor -- -- Labor -- -- Labor Labor
5 4.17% Days 5 5.10% Days 5 5.10% Days Days
333,415.00$ 59,670.00$ 457,465.00$ 52,080.00$ 424,465.00$ 52,080.00$ 127% 87%
393,085.00$ 509,545.00$ 476,545.00$ 121%































Light Framed Wood Optimized CLT ComparisonSimplified CLT





























Simplified CLT take-off using Revit 2015 using the Ranch model home floor plan 
All Floor elements are 7” thick to represent a typical 5 layer section of CLT 
All Wall and Roof elements are 4” thick to represent a typical 3 layer section of CLT 
 Total Wall material is 4625 SF or 1541.67 CF 
 Total Floor material is 1789 SF or 1043.64 CF 
 Total Roof material is 2808 SF or 936.15 CF 
 Wall elements are labeled #1-37 in ascending order of Surface Area.  
 All dimensioned wall pieces are placed on the Floor element. Please disregard when 
looking at the dimensions. 
 Roof elements are pitched at 24.05 degrees. 
 
Figure B.1: Simplified CLT Material Take off Sheet, Part 1
Surface Area Volume
1 11 SF 3.76 CF
2 20 SF 6.66 CF
3 21 SF 7.12 CF
4 24 SF 7.99 CF
5 24 SF 8.13 CF
6 26 SF 8.79 CF
7 26 SF 8.59 CF
8 28 SF 8.16 CF
9 31 SF 10.35 CF
10 44 SF 14.56 CF
11 67 SF 22.32 CF
12 67 SF 22.43 CF
13 68 SF 22.53 CF
14 76 SF 25.13 CF
15 79 SF 26.40 CF
16 83 SF 27.56 CF
17 83 SF 27.01 CF
18 88 SF 28.69 CF
19 93 SF 30.88 CF
20 106 SF 35.37 CF
21 109 SF 36.35 CF
22 114 SF 37.91 CF
23 116 SF 38.69 CF
24 118 SF 39.33 CF
25 119 SF 39.44 CF
26 124 SF 41.41 CF
27 130 SF 43.38 CF
28 147 SF 48.95 CF
29 159 SF 52.91 CF
30 176 SF 58.47 CF
31 208 SF 69.20 CF
32 245 SF 81.81 CF
33 260 SF 86.81 CF
34 272 SF 90.38 CF
35 362 SF 120.25 CF
36 378 SF 124.97 CF
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Figure B.10: Simplified CLT Material Take off Sheet, Part 10
54 
 
CLT Take-Off using Revit 2015 using the Ranch model home floor plan 
All columns are 24F-V4 7”x7” Parallam columns 
 5 main floor columns are 15’ tall 
 9 basement columns are 10’ tall 
Smaller beams are 24F-V4 3.125”x12” Glulam beams 
 20 beams are 10’ long 
 2 beams are 20’ long 
 1 beam is 30’ long 
Larger beams are 24F-V4 3.125”x18” Glulam beams 
 6 beams are 21’ long 
All Floor elements are 4.1” thick to represent a typical 3 layer section of CLT 
All Wall and Roof elements are 4.1” thick to represent a typical 3 layer section of CLT 
 Total Wall material is 2430 SF or 808 CF 
 Total Floor material is 1737 SF or 579 CF 
 Total Roof material is 2808 SF or 937 CF 
 Wall elements are labeled #1-10 in ascending order of Surface Area.  
 All dimensioned wall pieces are placed on the Floor element. Please disregard when 
looking at the dimensions. 
 Roof elements are pitched at 24.05 degrees.
 
 
Figure B.11: Optimized CLT Material Take off Sheet, Part 1
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Figure B.19: Optimized CLT Material Take off Sheet, Part 9 
 
 
